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Singing machine walmart reviews

Its a great gift for any child who likes to sing and music! My 2-year-old son sing along with his 8-year-old sister. It comes with only 1 microphone so make sure you purchase a second microphone. Overall I loved it and most importantly my kids loved it too!! I likeValue for
moneyMusicLightsFeaturesAtertainmentQualityApappearanceBirthdayPackageFunDesignSize For a BeginnerAs a GiftDislikesHelp? This machine is perfect for children. Bought for a 3- and 5-year-old within a use or two who could operate themselves They've only had this a week, but would I recommendLikesEase of useSetupFor
partiesBirthdaySizeHelpful? I played it to see if it works. boy does it, bright lights, good sound to it. I put my tape on and sung my heart. My granddaughter will really like this for a Christmas present. Received in 4 days order, without necessary batteries, you can connect to the TV for the lyrics, if you have the right tapes. he ordered an
additional microphone so that two can sing. Useful? If you're looking for a fun machine for your family that's it. My kids are 1, 4, and they play with this one nonstop. Yes, even my 1 year old enjoys it. She loves disco lights and dancing while older sisters dance. Easily stick to the TV to see the words if your kids are older or if adults want to
do the real karaoke thing. Even when the kids aren't singing, they always turn it on just to play CDs. You can control each volume (voice, microphone, and cd). Disco lights are really what makes this special and very enjoyable. It has an extra microphone socket too, so 2 people can sing at once. Very light. My 4 year old can wear by the 2
bleeding handles on top of one room to the next. This will definitely be on the gift list for other family members. It's a lot of fun. If you're expecting something you'd discover in a karaoke club, that's not all though. Is this good for family fun at night :) Help? The karaoke singing machine is great entertainment. I bought two for my
grandchildren. It has good volume and sound and I bought an additional microphone and cable to connect to my phone or tablet. She's very versatile and my granddaughter loves it. Useful? I bought this for my 7 year old for Christmas. After reading some of the reviews I worried it wouldn't work. So I opened it and connected it. Everything
works very well. My daughter will love this when she opens it on Christmas morning. I bought the white machine and the lights shine so beautiful. I think he'll feel like a rock star. The sound quality is also great. I've already reccomended that some of my friends buy this for their little ones. Im very happy with my purchase. Useful? I bought
this for my 2-year-old son who loves to dance and I was skeptical about buying because of some of the reviews, however, I bought it anyway as it was only for a 2-year-old and had the lights on it. Im happy i did this works great. I've had it for about 2 weeks now and I haven't had any problems. Jugo Jugo CD's and it works just fine. I have
yet to play a karaoke cd on it though. I like the fact that you can control how strong the microphone is separated from the actual volume of music. If you feel that the microphone is not picking up your voice you both turn it up. There is definitely a difference between the lower scene and higher scene for the mic. It can be quite sensitive to
where you are even picking up light breathing. I also like the automatic sound control that reduces the volume of music automatically when you use the microphone. He also has a grip on the echo, but I got it turned off. I wouldn't say this is a top of the line machine, but it's definitely great for money. The only cone is that it doesn't come
with a 2nd microphone, but you can buy one for cheap. Useful? I bought this as a Christmas gift for adults with developmental disabilities. I tried it and it seems to work as expected and it's pretty easy to operate. Which is exactly what I wanted. The only thing is the demo CD-G with the drive is made for children from 2 to 3 years old, and
music is not the melodies I grew up with. I'll have to pick up some that are more appropriate. Useful? I bought this for my daughter for her 9th birthday. I saw some negative reviews, so I was a little skeptical, but this one seemed to have better reviews than others I looked at. That said, he loved it! The lights are bright, and it looks great.
The only problem I have is that sometimes when you are singing with a CD, the sound in the music type cuts out of a second and all you can hear is the person singing, not the music. We adjusted the voice control, and that seemed to help, but I don't know if we're going to have this agin problem or not. My daughter loves it, so even of her
having some minor problems, she's not that big of a deal to me. Useful? Overall, this is a fun gift. However, some improvements would be great. You have to speak right at the top of the microphone for it to work. If it's near your mouth, but the side of the microphone faces your mouth and not the top of it, you won't project your voice. Also,
there are only a few free songs that can be used with this. You get to choose 5 free songs from your website to burn to a CD. There is also a free app, but there are only about a dozen (lame) songs to choose from. The rest are for purchase. The description sounded like you could use this for free with songs from your app. Not so. Useful?
As expected. The packaging was good. Microphone volume was very good and the lights gave it a glamorous look for a girl. My granddaughter will be so surprised and happy when it opens for Christmas. I can't wait to hear her sing while she loves acting. Useful? I wasn't sure what I was buying or what for I'm buying this.. But now, realize
it was worth it. In my girls like it to the extent that it is now becoming a nuisance to stay at home with all the singing they do! ;) But what I see this does for young children is kind of trusting to be with microphone and be themselves, which many of us adults cannot do. An excellent purchase from my personal perspective On a lighter note, it
also allows me to smoke from time to time that I always felt it was too bad for others. ;) Help? Bought this for my granddaughter's birthday and I'm so glad I did, she loved it! She loves dancing and dancing to all our oldies music and will ask her to use our CD while she is visiting with us! She knows the words so she doesn't need that part
with them! Good product and good value for money! The sound is very good for these types of speakers! Useful? The lights say they are disco lights, but they are not. They're just beautiful lights on the machine that aren't disco. Also, I ordered online and when I picked up the item at Walmart the 2-year replacement plan wasn't on my
receipt and the employee had no answers for me other than going home and trying to register it. so now I have a receipt, but it doesn't validate my protection plan, so I'm not sure if I'll have trouble using it if I need it. Useful? This is an exceptional product! I bought this for my daughter for her birthday and she absolutely loves it! He hasn't
stopped using it since he opened this gift. My only problem would be the difficulty of finding the cd to use with it to project the lyrics of the song on TV. Otherwise, this is a total winner! Useful? Wow... My daughter, Alyssa with autism, turned 15 this month and that was her gift. What else can I say ... Loves. It is very easy to get together and
operate. At first the echo effect scared her, but once she got used to it all was good. My only problem is the FREE 5 CD +G downloads that are being announced / promised... I couldn't get it. Very disappointed. Other than that my Alyssa is probally in her room having a ball right now. Useful? My oldest granddaughter who is 7 years old
and a natural entertainer had been asking for a microphone since the summer, so when we saw this karaoke machine that not only lights up, but comes with a microphone I knew she would love it! The sound is clear, allows versatility with the TV connection, and has extra microphone support for your little brother to join! The breakfast was
very good and the staff very good. Highly recommended for children of all ages! Useful? My boys, 2, 4 and 7 years old love this! He's very strong and they love to talk/sing at microphones (we bought an extra microphone). The lights are an added bonus and we love bluetooth. We are able to play songs (not videos) through it from
YouTube and pandora with my Android phone. He bought it through the Walmart website and couldn't find a lower price. The shipment was very fast. Very satisfied with the purchase! Useful? My daughters love this! My son from years achieved this for his birthday. Play regular CDs and you can turn the microphone lights and volume up
and down.. &lt; doesn't get super strong to get on the nerves of moms.. but, strong enough for them to have fun.. I like how he has 2 microphone shots so my two daughters can get tired.. Only the thing is when you put the microphone close to the machine is really strong, but, I think every karaoke machine does that. Useful? I love this
machice I have an older version that is still working had it for about 10 years. Although most people think karaoke is for the kids I am in my 30s and love karaoke. The only problem I had with this machine was that I expected better free cd that came with the machine (this cd was nursery rhymes are you serious my older machine had
songs as I will survive). The singing machine company gives you option to download older song online for a price in my opinion this option should be the free cd. Great machine, price, and I love disco lights! Useful? Lights! Useful?
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